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Poker tells are a tricky topic.
Most beginners put way too much credence into tells
early in their poker journey. Eating  an Oreo cookie could mean someone has a strong
hand in the movies, but in real life…not so much.
But many  experienced pros focus
solely on playing a good strategy, completely ignoring live poker tells in the
process.
The correct path is  somewhere in the middle–focusing on strategy while also
considering tells when they present themselves.
Which common poker tells deserve your
attention?  We’ve brought in acclaimed poker tells expert Zach Elwood to help answer
this question. Zach runs a training site that  focuses on poker tells, and his content
has been recommended by many very successful pros.
Now, let’s kick it over to
 Zach.
Note: Level-up your poker strategy with the 10 Laws of Live Poker. This free
guide reveals powerful tactics that are  extremely effective in live cash games. Plus,
mental game tips that will help you stay cool and confident even when  you're running
bad. Get the 10 Laws for free now!
Hey Upswing readers! I’m Zachary Elwood. I’m here to
share a  new, updated list of the top 7 most useful poker tells.
I chose these tells
because they are common or reliable,  or both.
First, a little about my expertise on the
subject.
After my first book Reading Poker Tells was well-received in 2012,  I knew I
would only be writing more books if I had something new and interesting to say. In 2013
 I spent 8 months straight, full-time (50+ hours a week, no joke), researching and
writing the book Verbal Poker Tells.
I  didn’t plan on spending that long, but as I
watched a lot of televised poker and took notes as I  played, I found there was a lot
more to say about verbal patterns than what I’d initially imagined.
Some of the  tells



below may seem common-sense when reading them, but I’ve found when you really start
keying into the major patterns  and looking for some of these elements, you’ll start to
understand a lot of during-hand much better than you thought  possible.
7 Poker Tells
That Deserve Your Attention
Click any of these tells for a detailed explanation that
will help your game:
The  first four poker tells focus on physical tells while the last
three will focus on verbal patterns. Behavior associated with  large bets is the most
reliable type of behavior, so these patterns all apply best to players making
significant bets.
Tell  #1: Defensive Movements
Most experienced players know that when
you reach for chips to bet and your opponent then also starts  to reach for chips, as if
ready to immediately call, it’s an sign they probably don’t have a strong hand.
Mike
 Caro discusses this tell in his 70’s classic Caro’s Book of Poker Tells: The Psychology
and Body Language of Poker.  The reason why it’s a reliable tell is simple: holding a
strong hand, a player is not likely to give  a player in front of them a reason not to
bet; to the contrary, they’re more likely to sit still,  not reach for chips, etc.
But
the weaker a player’s hand is, the more likely it is they’ll make some sort  of gesture
to try to prevent you from betting.
There are more subtle ways this tell can manifest
itself. Often, even  just a small unusual movement from a waiting-to-act player makes it
more likely they’re not at the top of their  range.
Most of this behavior originates
unconsciously; it’s instinctively defensive, not something planned and acted out.
Consequently, defensive movements aren’t likely  to be reverse tells, and so they can be
quite reliable.
Here are a couple examples of subtle movements:
Minor chip movements
 before checking to the aggressor
Suppose that, on the turn, a player checks and calls a
bet from a player behind  in a timely manner. On the river, the first player then slowly
grabs her chips and riffles them for a  couple seconds before checking. This behavior is
subtle, but it can be a sign that she is unconsciously trying to  give the impression
that she has interest in the pot, which makes a weak hand more likely. The lesson here
 is that you should look for defensive behaviors when opponents check, not just when
they are facing a potential bet.
Subtle  hand movements toward one’s chips
Suppose that
on the river a player checks and, as his opponent thinks, the first player  positions
his hand on the rail, close to his chips. Even small movements toward one’s chips can
be a subtle  indicator of discomfort, and thus an unconscious attempt to discourage a
bet.
Subtle indicators like these are far from perfectly reliable,  of course, so it
helps if you can find other signs of defensive behavior, such as:
Staring intensely
after a check
Sitting  awkwardly still after a check
The more signs that indicate
defensiveness, the more you might have the opportunity to bluff.



One caveat:  Some
players move around a good amount in general, and so this pattern will be less reliable
for these players.  You should always study your opponents over time to get a sense of
how they normally behave.
And of course: even  if you correctly read an opponent as
having a weak hand, there’s no guarantee they’ll actually be folding. Even with  a
strong read of weakness, how loose your opponent is should always be a
consideration.
Tell #2: Hesitations and Pauses When  Betting
When a player makes a
significant bet, hesitations and pauses will make strong hands more likely. Players
betting weak hands  and bluffs will usually do so straightforwardly and normally,
without pauses.
A couple examples of hesitating-type behaviors:
A player has a lot  of
stop-and-start movements when gathering or placing the bet.
A player announces “bet” or
“raise” and then pauses a while before  announcing the amount or putting in chips.
What
are the reasons for this pattern?
Players betting weak hands and bluffs don’t want  to
be studied for any longer than is necessary. The longer the bet takes, the more likely
it becomes that  an opponent might pick up something on them (even something wrong) that
can be interpreted as a sign of a  weak hand.
The longer the bet takes, the more likely
it becomes that an opponent might pick up something on them  (even something wrong) that
can be interpreted as a sign of a weak hand. Players betting weak hands and bluffs  want
to convey confidence. Betting straightforwardly and normally is one way to convey
confidence.
Betting straightforwardly and normally is one way  to convey confidence.
Players betting strong hands can have incentive to convey uncertainty, so you’re more
likely to find hesitating  and uncertain behaviors from strong hand bettors.
As with
most bet-related tells, it’s much easier to find signs of relaxation and  strength in
bettors than it is to find indicators of anxiety or a weak hand. Players betting strong
hands often  give themselves away by doing unusual things that bluffers generally aren’t
willing to do or aren’t comfortable doing.
Tell #3: Double-checking  Hole Cards
The
meaning of double-checking hole cards depends on the situation:
For players who are
waiting-to-act or who end up checking,  double-checking hole cards will generally
indicate weak hands. (This is the case with other ostentatious behaviors as well.)
For
instance: a  player calls a pre-flop raise, sees the flop, and then double-checks his
cards a couple times before checking.
If this player  flopped a very strong hand, like a
set, they’d likely be very stoic and wouldn’t draw attention to themselves. Like  many
ostentatious behaviors from non-aggressors (i.e., checkers, callers), this is an
indication that they’re not mentally focused and unlikely to  have much of a hand.
For
players who have just made a significant bet, double-checking hole cards will generally
indicate relaxation  and a strong hand.



For instance: a player makes a big bet on the
river and, soon after, double-checks his cards.
If  this player were bluffing, he
wouldn’t want to do something that could theoretically convey weakness or uncertainty.
And double-checking hole  cards can, to many people, convey uncertainty, so a bluffer
would instinctively just not want to risk that interpretation.
This is  a good example
of how important it is to interpret poker tells in the context of the surrounding
situation. It’s  a mistake to take a “this means that” approach to behaviors; there are
always multiple factors influencing the meaning of  behavior.
Note: Level-up your poker
strategy with the 10 Laws of Live Poker. This free guide reveals powerful tactics that
are  extremely effective in live cash games. Plus, mental game tips that will help you
stay cool and confident even when  you're running bad. Get the 10 Laws for free
now!
Tell #4: Quicker-than-usual Calls
Of all the bet-timing tells, quick calls are
 probably the most generally useful. Quick calls will generally indicate weak or
medium-strength hands.
Why is this? When a player immediately  calls a bet, it means
that they have immediately ruled out a raise. Because players with strong hands are
often  focused on maximizing value and playing their hand the best way they can, this
makes it unlikely that an immediate  call is made by a player with a strong hand. If a
player with a strong hand does decide to  only call, he will usually take a few seconds
to reach that decision.
Immediate calls will be most practically useful pre-flop  and on
the flop just because this is usually when bets are small enough for players to be
capable of  calling without much thought. On the turn, bets are bigger and most players
will tend to think longer about these  bets no matter what they have.
Pre-flop, for many
players, an unusually quick call of a 3-bet or a 4-bet will  make it likely that the
player has QQ or JJ. These are hands that many players consider too strong to  fold, but
also too weak to reraise with. With all other hands, including AK, most players will at
least consider  folding or reraising.
Keep in mind that ‘quick’ is of course subjective
and dependent on what you think is normal for  a player and situation. Depending on
circumstances, a quick call could take several seconds.
The overall aggression of a
player can  be a factor in narrowing their hand range. For example, when an aggressive
player quickly calls a bet on a  flop of J 7 2, it’s become unlikely that that player
has a flush draw, because an aggressive player will  usually at least consider a raise,
even if he ends up only calling.
Another factor in interpreting immediate calls is the
 time that has passed during that round. The quicker an immediate call occurs after the
last card(s) has been dealt  will be more likely to indicate a weak hand. If a player
has had a long time to think about  what his action might be (for example, if his
opponent thinks a long time before betting), then his immediate call  will be less
likely to adhere to the general pattern.
Tell #5: Weak-hand statements
What’s a
weak-hand statement? It’s a statement that  seems on the surface to weaken the hand
range of a speaker.
A weak-hand statement, when said by a player making  a significant



bet, strengthens that player’s range.
For example, a player bets and says, “I’m just on
a draw; don’t worry.”  He would be unlikely to weaken his hand range like that, even
jokingly, when bluffing. Bluffers generally don’t want to  risk such things and stick to
neutral statements or strong-hand statements if they choose to speak.
This fits the
general and  well-known “weak means strong” category of poker tells and may seem
somewhat obvious. But there is value in analyzing bettors’  statements to look for
not-so-obvious instances of weak-hand statements.
Here are a couple more subtle
examples of weak-hand statements:
On the river,  a player studies his opponent and says,
“I don’t think you have anything,” before shoving all-in.
By stating his opponent
doesn’t  have anything, he is indirectly stating that he himself does not need a strong
hand to bet. It’s an indirect  weak-hand statement.
A player shoved on the river and
when his opponent doesn’t call immediately, the player says, “Whew, I was  afraid you’d
snap-call!”
His statement’s surface level meaning is: “I have a strong hand, but I
don’t have the nuts.” It  is a weak-hand statement that removes the strongest hands from
his range, and that is something a bluffer would hardly  ever want to do.
Strong-hand
statements are much harder to interpret than weak-hand statements. Bluffers obviously
have an incentive to imply  or state that their hands are strong, so you’ll hear a good
amount of strong-hand statements from them.
Also, players betting  with strong hands may
just be very relaxed and enjoy telling the truth, or enjoy trying some reverse
psychology. I  would wager you’ve seen plenty of bluffers AND players betting strong
hands say things like, “I’ve got the nuts, I’m  telling you.”
If you watched the 2024
WSOP Main Event final table, you might have seen the hand where Scott Blumstein  made a
full house with his T 9 versus Pollak. Pollak checked his straight on the river and
Blumstein bet.  After some talking by Pollak, Blumstein said, “You’re going to let me
bluff you on national TV?”
In such a high-stakes  spot, it’s quite unlikely that
Blumstein would risk placing the idea he were bluffing in Pollak’s mind, in my
opinion.
One  of the reasons this kind of behavior is so valuable is that it’s hard to
predict how an opponent will  react to one’s “speech play”. This means players are
generally very cautious about what they say and don’t want to  accidentally influence an
opponent to call. This makes weak-hand statements accompanying significant bluffs quite
rare, even amongst better players who  are theoretically more capable of switching such
things up if they wishes.
Another interesting thing about Blumstein’s statement: it was
a  bit goading, which leads me to…
Tell #6: Goading
A goad is defined as something “that
urges or forces someone to do  something”. Its meaning comes from a tool named the goad,
which is a pointed rod used to get an animal  to move forward.
Goading in poker takes
the form of a player trying to abuse and agitate an opponent into taking  some
action.



When a player engages in goading behavior when making a significant bet, he’s
more likely to have a strong  hand. It doesn’t really matter in which direction a goad
is trying to influence someone; just the mere fact that  it seems intended to get
someone to do something makes it a goad and increases the chances it’s said by  a
relaxed, strong-hand bettor.
The main reason for this is similar to the rules governing
weak-hand statements: bluffers do not want  to accidentally agitate an opponent and
trigger what Mike Caro called a player’s “calling reflex.”
Some examples of goading
statements:
A bettor  saying, “I dare you to call me.”
A bettor saying, “I know you’re
folding.”
A bettor saying, “You’re going to let me  bluff you on national TV?”
That last
one is the statement we talked about in the last section from Blumstein at  the WSOP ME
final table. Not only is it a weak-hand statement, it’s also a bit goading. Blumstein’s
statement could  be interpreted as, “I’m bluffing you and I dare you to call me.”
His
statement is of course open to interpretation,  but even so, his statement raises the
emotional stakes by seemingly trying to influence Pollak to do something, even if  we’re
not sure what that something is. And that is something that a bluffer tends to avoid,
because he has  to be afraid of his opponent acting on his goading statement (whether
logically or illogically) and calling him.
The fear of  looking stupid is another reason
weak-hand statements and goading statements are so heavily weighted to strong hands. If
a bluffer  says something like, “Don’t let me bluff you,” and ends up being called, that
is emotionally a tough thing to  deal with. In such a situation, a bluffer would often
be angry with himself, thinking, “Why did I say I  had a weak hand.”
Fear of feeling
dumb is a major reason bluffers don’t often try unusual or tricky things; most  people
don’t want to face the self-doubt and questions involved in taking an unusual risk and
it not paying off.
When  skilled players play other skilled players, these things are
capable of being more reversed and varied. But for most players,  these are generally
strong patterns.
Tell #7: Irritation
Similar to the reasons why goading is a sign a
player is relaxed, irritation  or rudeness from a player making a big bet is a clue that
player is relaxed.
Bluffers generally don’t want to  express irritation or anger because
they don’t want to risk agitating an opponent with their behavior. Some examples of
irritated  behavior:
A player shoves on the river and says, “What’s taking you so
long?”
A player 5-bets all-in pre-flop and says angrily,  “Raise, raise, raise, here’s a
raise.”
A player shoves on the river and calls the clock on his opponent in an  agitated
way. (One small note about this one: because it’s a well-known indicator of relaxation,
I’ve seen this be a  reverse tell a good number of times when a good player called the
clock on another good player.)
Players with weak  hands in these situations do not
generally want to risk angering their opponent.



Another interesting way this pattern
shows up is  in the context of that often-heard question, “Will you show if I fold?”
Affirmative responses to this question don’t contain  much meaning; you’ll often hear
players with both strong and weak hands be willing to say, “Yes, sure, I’ll show,”  to
this question.
But saying, “No,” to this question is weighted significantly to
relaxation and strong hands. This is because bluffers  don’t want to risk angering their
opponent with a negative answer. It becomes even more likely to adhere to the  pattern
the more rudely or aggressively the “No” is said.
A note about non-big-bet
situations
One important point: irritation from players not  making significant bets
will be tied to weak hands and defensiveness.
For example, let’s say a player is
waiting for his  opponent to act on the river and says, “Come on, what’s taking so
long?” and seems agitated, it has become  significantly more likely that the speaking
player is defensive and doesn’t have a strong hand. This is because players with  weak
hands:
Are often less focused on the hand Lack the incentive of players with very
strong hands to not draw  attention to themselves May have an incentive to say or do
something to discourage an opponent from betting.
This is generally  true for most
verbal behavior, so that most early-hand or waiting-for-action talking in general will
slightly weaken a player’s range.  This is a general pattern, of course, not a
super-reliable one.
One example of how this kind of behavior might lead  to practical
action: a player raises and you have a hand that could easily be 3-bet or folded. As
you  think, the raiser looks at you and asks, “What’s the hold-up?” If you’re on the
fence, that behavior should encourage  you to raise, because this behavior from a player
in a non-big-bet situation makes it a bit less likely he  has a strong hand.
To
summarize: big-bet situations are very different than non-big-bet situations, including
early-hand or small-bet bettors. Thinking more  about situational factors helps you
better understand verbal poker behavior.
Wrap Up
If you liked this article, you can
sign up for  Zach’s free 5-part verbal poker tells email course here.
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Introdução ao Betpaddi e a mudança de código de aposta

O Betpaddi é uma plataforma online útil que permite aos usuários converter seus códigos de
apostas de um site para outro facilmente. No entanto, há situações em upbet mail que é
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necessário alterar um código de aposta confirmado.

Verificar as informações antes de submeter as apostas

Antes de submeter uma aposta, é importante verificar attentamente as informações, incluindo a
casa de apostas, a equipe envolvida, o placar correto e outras informações relevantes. Isso
ajudará a reduzir as chances de erros e a necessidade de alterar o código de aposta.

"Sacar" uma aposta antes do mercado entrar em upbet mail vigor

Às vezes, é possível retirar o dinheiro de uma aposta antes do mercado entrar em upbet mail
vigor. No entanto, é crucial saber que essa opção não está sempre disponível, dependendo das
regras da casa de apostas. Portanto, antes de fazer apostas, é importante conhecer as regras e
as funcionalidades de cada site de apostas escolhido.

Evitar situações com erros e minimizar perdas

Se você perceber erros nas informações ou quiser minimizar as perdas, é possível retirar o
dinheiro antes do mercado entrar em upbet mail vigor. No entanto, há casos em upbet mail que é
impossível cancelar uma aposta confirmada. Nesses casos, é importante evitar situações
semelhantes no futuro e fazer apostas responsáveis.

Conclusão

Em geral, é recomendável confirmar as escolhas, verificar as informações e garantir que elas
estejam corretas antes de submeter as apostas. Além disso, é essencial compreender e utilizar as
funcionalidades oferecidas por cada site de apostas.

Perguntas frequentes

Posso cancelar uma aposta uma vez que ela for confirmada? Em geral, não é possível
cancelar uma aposta uma vez que ela for confirmada.

●

Existe uma maneira de sacar uma aposta antes do mercado entrar em upbet mail
vigor? Sim, algumas casas de apostas permitem que você recupere o dinheiro antes do
inicio do evento, mas isso depende das regras da casa de apostas específica.

●

Afinar y traducir al portugués brasileño: Torneio de
Basquete March Madness - Agora upbet mail upbet mail fase
Sweet 16

68 times de  ambos torneios, masculino e feminino, começaram o March Madness. Agora, restam
apenas 16 upbet mail cada lado.
A linha de chegada está  próxima para os campeões prospectivos, com apenas quatro vitórias
separando as equipes do prestígio do basquete universitário.
A rodada Sweet 16  no March Madness de 2024 reserva confrontos emocionantes para os fãs
upbet mail ambos os torneios masculino e feminino, à medida  que as equipes vão ganhando



terreno.
Aqui está tudo o que você precisa saber enquanto a ação começa.
Embora houvesse muitos resultados  surpreendentes no início, o torneio masculino tem
prosseguido aproximadamente como seria esperado, com muitas das cabeças de chave
avançando inópidas  através das primeiras duas rodadas – embora não reste brackets perfeitos
no lado dos homens.
Todas as oito equipes cabeças de  chave 1 e 2 chegaram à rodada Sweet 16 pela quinta vez
desde que o torneio da NCAA adotou o  sistema de cabeças de chave upbet mail 1979.
No entanto, a ação tem permanecido emocionante, com as equipes cabeças de chave tendo  que
navegar upbet mail encontros trapaceiros para garantir suas vitórias.
E como upbet mail rodadas anteriores, as equipes cabeças de chave terão que  dar o seu melhor
para evitar uma vitória surpreendente.
N. 1 UConn vs. N. 5 San Diego State
Todos os holofotes estarão  no encontro Sweet 16 entre o N. 1 UConn Huskies e o N. 5 San
Diego State Aztecs à medida  que os favoritos absolutos à conquista do título conquistam o
campeonato universitário nacional de 2024.
Os campeões reinantes tiveram uma atuação  impressionante upbet mail seus primeiros dois
jogos, vencendo por margens de 39 e 30 pontos e nunca estando atrás upbet mail nenhum 
deles. Eles perderam apenas uma vez desde dezembro de 2024 e agora têm uma sequência de
sete vitórias consecutivas upbet mail  jogos do Campeonato Nacional da NCAA por uma margem
de dois dígitos, voltando ao torneio do ano passado.
"Nós temos uma  imagem maior para a qual queremos chegar e temos que fazer isso passo a
passo", disse o armador do UConn  Tristen Newton após a vitória da equipe na segunda rodada
sobre Northwestern. "Chegar às Sweet 16 é outro passo upbet mail  direção ao nosso objetivo
final e se sente bem."
Agora, coube à San Diego State encontrar soluções para interromper os Huskies.  É uma
revanche da final nacional do ano passado e os Aztecas buscarão vingança esta vez.
N. 1 Purdue vs. N.  5 Gonzaga
Uma história fascinante é a dança final de Zach Edey, um dos mais dominantes jogadores de
basquete universitário masculino  hoje upbet mail dia.
Ao todo, o jogador canadense de 7 pés e 4 polegadas é responsável por metade dos pontos da 
equipe. E o centro assistente dos Boilermakers liderou o time a uma vaga na 1.ª posição como o
maior pontuador  por jogo do basquete universitário masculino.
Edey, o artilheiro nacional do ano passado, tem médias impressionantes de mais de 24 pontos, 
12 rebotes e 2 bloqueios por jogo. Ele marcou 30 pontos e pegou 21 rebotes na primeira rodada
e, num  jogo menos de meia hora contra o Utah State na segunda rodada, estabeleceu um
recorde do torneio dentro da universidade  ao conquistar um duplo-duplo upbet mail apenas 15
minutos.
Além disso, o veterano, que já anunciou upbet mail intenção de se aposentar dos  Boilermakers
no final da temporada e pôs upbet mail participação no Draft da NBA neste ano, nunca chegou à
Final Four  upbet mail upbet mail carreira universitária – algo que pretende mudar nesta
temporada.
“Não tem satisfação [até aqui]. Não venho atrás [das Sweet  16]. Venho trazer um time profundo e
levar para o sucesso que merecemos”, disse o jogador de 21 anos após  a vitória de seu time na
segunda rodada. “Ninguém está satisfeito upbet mail onde estamos agora. Todo mundo quer
continuar pressionando.”

Feminino:  time e jogador historicamente dominantes upbet mail colisão

Como no torneio masculino, todas as quatro cabeças de chave do torneio feminino chegaram  à
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fase Sweet 16.
E ao contrário dos torneios masculinos, há ainda mais potenciais emboscadas nas fases
restantes para embaraçar as  quartas da final.
Como no Sweet 16 predominam os clubes tradicionais do basquete universitário feminino,
também há algumas equipas que pretenderam  chegar mais longe do que nunca antes.
Este sábado e domingo, quatro times – Alabama, Clemson, Creighton e Tennessee – terão  a
oportunidade de fazer história ao se classificar para as semifinais pela primeira vez upbet mail
upbet mail história.
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